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					Create a drop shadow effect for your website using CSS
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										This tutorial will teach you how to create a drop shadow background effect for your website, using only a single image and some CSS. Not only is a drop shadow effect simple to create (only a few lines of code) but it also adds a new dimension to your site and can really make your content stand out. This post will run through the basics of how the code works and what is needed to create the effect. A fully detailed explanation, including all the code and graphics, can be downloaded at the bottom of this post.

Drop shadow effect example:

The shadow effect is achieved by repeating the image of the drop shadow vertically (see attached files, below) by applying the style to yourusing CSS. Two drop shadow images have been created, allowing you to use a larger width if necessary. Included sizes are optimised for 800×600 and 1024×768 monitor resolutions. Depending on which size you wish to use, simply change the width property of the #container style.

 

Now that the background effect is applied to the website, add a #container div to your html and give it the property margin: 0 auto; this means it will always sit perfectly in the middle of your page. If you’re using the smaller shadow image make sure the width of the #container is 760px or if you’re using the wider image the width should be 960px.

HTML Code:


Your Content Here



CSS Code:

body {

background-image: url(images/background_760.jpg);

background-repeat: repeat-y;

background-position: center;

background-color: #f7f4ee;

} #container {

width: 760px; margin: 0 auto; text-align: center;

}
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        Comments    

    	Please remember that all comments are moderated and any links you paste in your comment will remain as plain text. If your comment looks like spam it will be deleted. We're looking forward to answering your questions and hearing your comments and opinions!

	            




    
        




			

			

    		
						By Craig Cotter

			Craig was responsible for the day-to-day running and management of Heart Internet.
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                 Got a question? Explore our Support Database. Start a live chat*.
Or log in to raise a ticket for support.

                 *Please note: you will need to accept cookies to see and use our live chat service
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